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Private, that is, in its positive senses, is a record of the legitimation of a bourgeois view of life: the ultimate generalized privilege, however abstract in practice, of seclusion and protection from others (the public); of lack of accountability to ‘them’; and of related gains in closeness and comfort of these general kinds. As such, and especially in the senses of the rights of the individual (to his private life or, from a quite different tradition, to his civil liberties) and of the valued intimacy of family and friends, it has been widely adopted outside the strict bourgeois viewpoint. This is the real reason for its current complexity.

Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, 1976
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Preface

In July 2012, I found myself lecturing on profiling, tracing and the right to privacy at an international summer school hosted by René Cassin’s International Institute of Human Rights in Strasbourg. Talking about some current issues of privacy and data protection in the University of Strasbourg’s elderly wood-panelled lecture room, for an Institute established by one of the key figures in the drafting of the post-war Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and drawing on a rather nineteenth-century idea of a right to privacy, was a strange but exhilarating experience of mixing old and new. Throughout this project, I have found that thinking about the history of the right to privacy, those who helped shape it and the circumstances in which they did so has yielded some intriguing insights and kept alive my continuing interest in the question of how to make space for privacy in an intensely social world.

There are many inspiring events, groups and individuals who have contributed to the research and writing of this book. I especially thank Lionel Bently, Kim Hughes, Rebecca Roberts and two readers for Cambridge University Press for their helpful support for the project, as well as two referees for invaluable criticism and advice on the draft manuscript. Thanks also are due to many friends and colleagues, including Tanya Aplin, Graeme Austin, Katy Barnett, Jason Bosland, Graeme Dinwoodie, Kathy Bowrey, Susy Frankel, Jake Goldenfein, Andrew Kenyon, Jessica Lake, David Lindsay, Loy Wee Loon, Nicole Moreham, Jan Oster, Adrian Storrer, David Tan, Kinfe Yilme and Monika Zalnieriute, who contributed key insights, information and ideas, and to Michael Bryan for kindly reading and commenting on the final manuscript. The growing interest in the right to privacy is shown by the flurry of conferences, seminars and workshops I attended during the project and I found these extremely useful in informing and shaping my discussions. Looking beyond the law was a particular challenge, and I am grateful to Kate Burridge, Paul Edwards, Vivien Gaston, Beate Rössler, Philip Schofield, Julian
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Thomas and Thomas Vranken for enlightening discussions of the intellectual and cultural environment in which the right to privacy emerged. As the project is also about comparative and international law, I am fortunate to know Eric Descheemaeker, Martin Vranken and Normann Witzleb, who provided expert guidance on my discussions of French, German and Belgian law, and Hilary Charlesworth, Anna Hood, Sarah Joseph, Bruce Oswald and John Tobin for the same when it came to international human rights law. For most helpful advice and assistance with reading and translating original manuscripts, I am indebted to legal historian Paul Brand. Much time was spent in locating archival material, and I record my gratitude to some fine librarians, archivists and researchers, including Kirstin Bakker, Louise Ellis, Robin Gardner, Carole Hinchcliff, Fiona Macdowall and Tarek Sharaf in the Melbourne Law School Library, Leanne McCredden at the University of Melbourne's Special Collections, Kerrianne Stone, curator of prints at the Baillieu Library, The University of Melbourne, Alisa Bunbury at the National Gallery of Victoria, Erin Kidwell at the Georgetown Library, Nina Cascio at the State University of New York at Buffalo Library, Kate Higgins and Anna Towlson at the London School of Economics Library, Carolyn Spooner and Anne Worthington at the State Library of South Australia and the record locating and copying team at the National Archives in London. Thanks also to Bernard Lyons and Lee McRae for beautiful archival photography, to Hamish Carr for meticulously arranging copyright and other clearances (and for providing artistic advice), and to Claire Richardson for excellent editorial assistance – as well as Lorenza Toffolon and Laura Blake at Cambridge University Press, Srilakshmi Gobidass at Integra and copy-editor Sarah Drifﬁll for expertly handling the final stages. I am grateful also to the Melbourne Law School for key financial support.

There are also those in my personal sphere whose assistance went beyond provision of emotional support over my years of dedication to this particular project. They include my husband and son, Martin and Thomas Vranken, whose expertise is noted above, and my mother, Jane Richardson, whose sociological training and interest influenced me to consider the social and cultural aspects of law. My friend and mentor Jack Hodder also provided some typically thoughtful and rigorous responses to my arguments. And there are many friends and family members whose backgrounds and experiences have informed my interpretations of the multifaceted contexts in which claims about privacy may arise. (No doubt my own peripatetic existence as someone born and growing up in New Zealand, studying in America and Europe and living
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much of my adult life in Australia has helped shape my cosmopolitan perspective.)

This book is dedicated to the memory of my father, Ivor Richardson, exemplary lawyer, judge and legal scholar. My obsession with this scholarly project is reflected in the fact that some of our last conversations were about it.
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